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Product outlet

Product inlet

Pre-chamber
The fixed volume is extracted by a 180° handle operation.

Sample

Purge
or

Gas displacement

TECHNICAL DATA

- design pressure: 16 bar

- design temperature: 200°C

- 180° handle-operation

- non-overlapping construction

- fixed volume

- (nitrogen) purge

- wetted parts: stainless steel

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- special high corrosion resistant

materials available

- pneumatic actuator

- heating

Sampling cock for fixed volume
type EC INS-PS

... always at your disposal ...
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Sampling cock for extracting a fixed volume from process lines.
Type EC INS-PS (patented)

The fixed volume 230 ml is isolated by turning the operation handle about 180°.
In the end position of the 180° operation movement the sample volume runs out into the bottle.

In the base position the product

flows through the pre-chamber

of the sampling cock. The

sample is extracted with a

single operation. During the

process of samping the

product inlet and outlet are

closed first in order to pre-

chamber the sample volume.

Now you can open the outlet

and the purge by turning the

handle to the end position. The

sample volume is filled into the

sampling bottle and ready for

further handling. The sampling

bottle is located in a protective

cabinet.

TECHNICAL DATA

- design pressure: 16 bar

- design temperature: 200°C

- 180° handle-operation

- non-overlapping construction

- fixed volume

- (nitrogen) purge

- wetted parts: stainless steel

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- special high corrosion resistant

materials available

- pneumatic actuator

Product outlet

Product inlet

Sample

Purge
or

Gas displacement

Sampling cock for fixed volume
type EC INS-PS

... always at your disposal ...
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TECHNICAL DATA

- design pressure: 16 bar

- design temperature: 200°C

- 180° handle-operation

- non-overlapping construction

- fixed volume

- dead space free sample

- gas displacement to sample-bottle

- wetted parts: stainless steel

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- special materials available

- protective cabinet

- pneumatic actuator

Chamber

Top reactor sampler for fixed volume
T y p e E C V H - S ( p a t e n t e d )

The top reactor sampler is installed on top of a

dip pipe. First the sample chamber and the dip

pipe are purged with nitrogen gas. When

vacuum is applied to the sampling cock liquid

is drawn up from the vessel into the sample

chamber. The operating pressure of the

reactor or a vacuum connection can be used to

draw the sample into the chamber. Only a

single 180° turn of the lever is necessary to

extract the sample. While turning the lever first

the product inlet and outlet are closed and the

sample-volume is pre-chambered. Reaching

the end position of the lever the sample outlet

and the gas-displacement (vent) to the

sample-bottle are opened. The sample volume

flows into the sample-bottle and is ready for

further handling.

The excess sample in the dip pipe can be

drained back to the vessel. Nitrogen may be

used to push it back and to keep the sample

chamber inert.

Nitrogen gas

Vacuum
or

Pressure

Position
A

Position
B

Nitrogen gas

Gas displacement

Sample

Top reactor sampler for fixed volume
type EC VH-S

... always at your disposal ...



GLASS-LINED SAMPLING
Top reactor sampler for enamelled vessel

type EC ACRS-VH

... always at your disposal ...

Glass-lined sampling system for enamelled vessel
Type EC ACRS-VH

By designing the sampling system EC ACRS-VH completely

out of glass-lined steel, we have achieved ideal conditions

regarding material, temperature and pressure for the

enamelled vessel.

The sampling system is installed on the top of the dip pipe of

the vessel. First the system is purged with nitrogen gas, so that

representative medium can flow back into the dip pipe. When

applying operation pressure on the vessel the sampling

system is filled. If this pressure is missing, vacuum can be

applied to draw up the liquid from the vessel. When the filling

height, indicated on the sight glass, is reached the valve on the

dip pipe is closed, in addition a futher valve, which was opened

on the standpipe. The float ball valve is a safety measure to

prevent overfilling of the standpipe. At this point the re-

presentative sampling is ready to be withdrawn from the glass-

lined sampling valve EC ACRS 50-S. The glass-lined

sampling valve EC ACRS 50-S and a valve for gas

displacement on the top of the standpipe are now opened.

Now the sample volume flows into the sample-bottle.

To guarantee the protection of the operator safety engineering

is used in the manufacture of this sampling system. For the

protection of individuals the glass-lined sampling valve EC

ACRS 50-S is equipped with a protective cabinet, a vent and a

lockable dead man circuit.

TECHNICAL DATA

- design pressure: 10/16 bar
- design temperature: 180°C
- protective cabinet
- lockable dead man circuit
- glass-lined steel

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- steam jacket
- inertable outlet

Float ball valve
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Sampling valve
EC ACRS 50-S
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PATENT

Sample

acid resistant

SAMPLING VALVE

glass lined

Type

EC-ACRS 50

safe

acid resistant

representative

dead space free

TECHNICAL DATA

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- hand wheel

- enamelled body DN 50

- enamelled stem

- two way sealed

- outlet rinsable

- outlet inertable

- lockable dead man circuit

- protective cabinet

- heating by double jacket

Phone 0049 (0)2254 5566
Fax 0049 (0)2254 4084

... always at your disposal ...



SAMPLiNG COCK
Sampling cock for fixed volume
type EC INS-S  “safety locking”

Sampling cock for fixed volume
T y p e E C I N S - S ( p a t e n t e d )

The extraction of liquid from system

components (tubes and containers) that

are under pressure must be carried out in

such a way as to prevent spraying or

unintentional vapor leaks. For this

purpose the sampling area must be

blocked off. The product can be left in this

blocked-off area to drop to normal

pressure and - if required - to cool off,

before a sample of a fixed volume is

extracted. Thus is the configuration used

in the EC INS-S sample-extraction cock.

The substance is separated in the 45ml

pre-chamber of the cock. The extraction

inlet protrudes into the product-flow area

(e.g. located in the center of the flow tube

when installed in pipework), thus

canceling out the effect of dead volume.

The blocked-off area can be filled by

turning the lever of the filler cock to

“Open” (i.e. “Fill”), allowing the sample

liquid to pour in. A simple 180° turn of the

operating lever separates the area once

more. The filling inlet of the cock is then

shut, hermetically sealing the sample

from the main product-flow. With the

same operation, a further turn causes the

liquid to flow into the sample collection

bottle, which by the way of construction

cannot be overfilled.
All operations are mutually exclusive,

making it impossible to turn the lever to

an incorrect position. The EC INS-S

sample-extraction cock is easy to fit to

containers outlets, or to the actual

pipework .-via a T-piece and flange-

Extracting fixed volume
with 180° lever turn

45 ml chamber

Sample

TECHNICAL DATA

- design pressure: 16 bar

- design temperature: 200°C

- 180° handle-operation

- non-overlapping construction

- fixed volume

- wetted parts: stainless steel

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- special materials available

- protective cabinet

- pneumatic actuator

DN 50

http://www.email-cover.de

... always at your disposal ...
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TECHNICAL DATA

- design pressure PN 10/16

- design temperature: 200°C

- representative sampling

- short outlet way

- measuring of nitrogen gas

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- special materials available

- glass-lined steel available

- protective cabinet

- pneumatic actuator

- pneumatic safety locking

Reactor sampler - bottom valve
type EC BV

Sample

Nitrogen gas

Sampling inlet

Bubbling-through measurement

Position
B

Position
A

Vessel sampling over bottom valve

Type EC BV

The sampler bottom valve type EC BV

allows measuring of the liquid level by

means of gas measure introduction in

addition the sampling from agitating

vessels. Agitating vessels, in particular

in glass lined steel with only one bottom

nozzle are locked by a bottom valve.

The sampler bottom valve EC BV

integrates level measurement and

sampling.
The valve stem is perforated and

equipped with a 3/2 way ball valve by

means of a special clutch. Measuring of

liquid level (PositionA) takes place at the

deepest point of the vessel, thereby

embracing (total) filling height volume.

The sample (Position B) is taken

through the sampler bottom valve EC

BV underneath the agitator and filled

safety into a sampling bottle. The

system can be supplied from acid-

resistant materials (e.g. glass-lined

steel).

... always at your disposal ...



Reactor sampler

EC
Mixing apparatus

Enamel vessel

...
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We get to the Point!

We gladly
put our experie

nce at

your disposal,
we

even
repair

enamel damage
in

case
of a

wall break-th
rough. The

vessel

of c
ourse

keep
its

certif
icatio

n.

Of course
we

manufacture
in

special high
corro

sion
resistant

materia
ls, lik

e
glass-lin

ed
steel,

that’s
our business.

Samplin
g

systems
used

for
a

wide
ra

nge
of

in-lin
e

and

reactors, etc. - for all products.

We engineer it !
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Hot water productio
n

by mixing

steam
with

water,
but with

low

noise
level.

Steam
shocks

are

avoided.
The

appara
tus

is

adjusted
to

the
power by

the

adjustable
steam

cartr
idge.

s
a
ves time + mone
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w
e

have the solu

tio
n
!

quiet + compact



 
 

 

REFERENZLISTE / REFERENCE LIST 

 

 
AGREVO HOECHST/SCHERING GMBH 
ALGROUP LONZA AG; CH 
ALPHEN PRATTELN AG; CH 
AKZO NOBEL CHEMICALS GMBH; DÜREN 
AKZO NOBEL CHEMICALS GMBH; EMMERICH 
 
BASF AG; LUDWIGSHAFEN 
BAYER AG; BRUNSBÜTTEL 
BAYER AG; KREFELD 
BAYER AG; LEVERKUSEN 
BAYER AG; CH MUTTENZ 
BK; LADENBURG 
BNT CHEMICALS GMBH; BITTERFELD 
BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM 
BROMINE COMPOUNDS LTD; ISRAEL 
BROOMCHEMIE TERNEUZEN; NL 
 
CFF GMBH, CHEM. FABRIK; FÄHRBRÜCKE  
CHEM. FABRIK KALK GMBH; KÖLN 
CHEM. FABRIK TÜBINGEN BREITLICH GMBH 
CHEMIEWERK GREIZ-DÖLAU GMBH 
CIBA-ADDITIVE; LAMPERTHEIM 
CIBA-GEIGY AG; GRENZACH 
CLARIANT GMBH; GERSTHOFEN 
CLARIANT AG; CH MUTTENZ 
CONDEA CHEMIE GMBH; MOERS 
 
DEGUSSA AG; ANTWERPEN; B 
DEGUSSA-HÜLS AG; INFRACOR GMBH 
DEUTSCHE TEXACO AG 
DOW CHEMICAL GMBH; STADE 
DSM FINE CHEM. GMBH; A 
DYNAMIT NOBEL AG 
DYSTAR GMBH; LUDWIGSHAFEN 
 
ELF ATOCHEM VLISSINGEN B.V. NL 
EMS DOTTIKON AG; CH 

FRUTAROM LTD; ISRAEL 

GE BAYER SILICONES GMBH & CO. KG 
GOLDSCHMIDT AG; ESSEN 
GREAT LAKES CHEMICALS GMBH 
 
HAARMANN & REIMERS GMBH 
HOECHST AG; FRANKFURT 
 
 

HOECHST AG; GERSTHOFEN 
HOECHST AG; WERK KNAPSACK 
HOECHST AG; WERK OFFENBACH 
HOECHST AG, WERK RUHRCHEMIE 
HOECHST HOLLAND N.V. 
HUELS AG; MARL 
HÜTTENWERKE KAYSER AG; LÜNEN 
 
KALI CHEMIE AG 
KNOLL AG 
KREMS CHEMIE; A 
KRONOS TITAN GMBH 
 
LONZA AG; CH-VISP 
 
MACK CHEMISCH PHARMA. FABRIK 
MERCK KGAA; DARMSTADT  
ORIL PRODUITS CHIMIQUES; F 
 
PEAS B.V.; NL 
PEROXID CHEMIE GMBH 
PFAUDLER WERKE; SCHWETZINGEN 
PFAUDLER FRANCE SARL 
PLANTEX LTD; ISRAEL 
PTS LTD; ISRAEL 
 
RÖHM GMBH; WESSELING 
RÖHM GMBH; WORMS 
RÜTGERS-VFT AG 
RWE-DEA 
 
SASOL GERMANY GMBH; MOERS 
SCHERING AG; BERGKAMEN 
SETAS KIMYA A.S.; TÜRKEI 
SHELL NEDERLAND RAFF; NL 
SKW TROSTBERG AG; TROSTBERG 
 
UNION MINIERE N.V.; B 
 
W.C. HERAEUS GMBH 
WACKER-CHEMIE GMBH 
WEIFANG ZHONGYA CHEM.CO. LTD; CHINA 
WITCO GMBH 
WNC-NITROCHEMIE GMBH 
 
ZEOCHEM AG; CH-UETIKON 
 
(11/2002)

 




